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S E Z I O N E  I I
(Fisica, chimica, geologia, paleontologia e mineralogia)

Fisica delle alte energie. -  Study of photon-photon interactions 
by the <?+ e~ Frascati storage ring . Nota (*} di G. B a r b i e l l i n i ,  F. C e r a -  
d in i ,  S. d 'A n g e lo ,  M. G r i l l i ,  S. O r i t o ,  L. P a o lu z i ,  R. S a n to n ic o ,  
T. T s u r u ,  V. V a l e n t e  e V. V is e n t in ,  presentata dal Socio 
M. C o n v e r s i .

R iassunto. — La produzione di coppie di leptoni da due fotoni quasi reali è stata 
investigata sperim entalm ente presso l’anello di accumulazione di elettroni e positroni 
«Adone». La tecnica usata consiste nella rivelazione dei leptoni prodotti, tram ite un tele
scopio di contatori a  scintillazione e camere a scintilla, e degli elettroni iniziali, sorgenti 
naturali di fotoni, tram ite contatori a  scintillazione che coprono gli angoli essenzialmente 
in avanti rispetto alla  direzione del fascio. In  totale sono stati registrati tredici eventi del 
tipo eê eè eèt e sette eventi del tipo eê eë p,pr\

§ i .  I n t r o d u c t io n

It has recently been shown by several A uthors [1-6] th a t the processes 
e+ e~ e+ X, where X is an e+ e~~ or a fiA pr- pair, or any  hadron
state with C =  +  i, occur with relatively large total cross-sections already 
in the GeV region. This implies th a t the study of the collisions between 
the almost real photons becomes feaseble with £+ er storage rings for energy 
in excess of about i GeV per beam.

W e stress that, in addition to the study of the higher order electrom agne
tic processes, these photon-photon processes provide a. powerful m eans to 
survey the C p= +  i meson resonances which couple to the two photon in ter
m ediate state. A t the same time, due to their large cross-sections, these p ro
cesses m ight give a non-negligible contam ination in the course of experim ents 
on the com paratively rare e+ er  annihilation into hadronic final states. A  clean 
separation between the annihilation and the photon-photon processes should 
be perform ed therefore in any case.

In  an attem pt to identify  the photon-photon processes on an event by 
event basis, a tagging system  has been proposed [7] to detect the forward 
going e± utilizing the m achine bending magnets as m om entum  analizers.

W e present in this report the results obtained by this tagging technique 
with the Frascati storage ring, Adone, for the processes £+ er -> £+ er e+ e~ 
and e+ -> e+ e~ qA at incident energies around 800 MeV. We recall 
th a t two experim ental results were recently reported on the process e+ e~ -> 
-+e+ er e+ er. T he experim ent with V E P P  II [8] was done w ithout tagging

(*) Pervenuta all’Accademia il 19 ottobre 1973.
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the forward-going e+ er, the other experim ent with Adone [9] utilized tagging 
counters of limited e± m om entum  acceptance (0.7 to 0.9 E, where E is the 
incident beam  energy).

§ 2. A pparatus

Fig. I shows the experim ental set-up. It consists of the two tagging coun
ters (Tx , T r) placed inside the machine bending magnets, two photon shower 
counters (Sx , Sr) set on the line of the colliding beams and two wide angle 
telescopes (E  , I) which were employed in previous experim ents by the 
“ [A-7u group ” at A done [10] [ 11 ].

Fig. I .  -  Experim ental arrangem ent.

The tagging counters detect and measure the m om enta of the forw ard
going e± which has lost the energy by irradiating the quasi real photon. The 

traveling essentially in the beam  direction, passes through the quadrupole 
m agnets (Q), is bent by the bending magnets (B), and is detected by the counter 
(Ti , T r). Each tagging counter is a plastic scintillator 2.45 m long, 6 cm high 
and 2 cm thick, viewed by two Philips 56 AVP photom ultipliers (T ± and T 2) 
placed on the opposite sides of the counter. The tim e between the signals 
from the two phototubes determ ines the im pact point. From  the im pact 
point thus obtained one derives the m om entum  of the e± .since a detailed 
m ap of the m agnetic field is available [12]. The m om entum  acceptance of 
the tagging system  is 0.1 <  x  <  0.8, where x  =  P /P 0 , P being the m om entum  
of the detected e± and P0 the beam m om entum. A typical m om entum  reso
lution is Ap jp  =  A 4%  (L at x  =  0.7, corresponding to A k jk  =  A 10% for 
the energy of the quasi real photons (k — E ■— p).

The m aterial just in front of the counters is represented by the wall of 
the vacuum  cham ber and in addition the therm al shielding used to protect 
the scintillator during the baking-up of the vacuum  chamber. These am ount 
to a perpendicular thickness of 2.7 g cm“ 1 2 iron equivalent, corresponding to

(1) This m om entum resolution is mainly due to the finite angular spread of the surviv
ing and to the time resolution of the phototubes. This m om entum accuracy has been 
verified on the basis of 8 doubly tagged e+ e~~ e+ r  (A \i~ events obtained at higher energies 
(to be published).
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a m axim um  path  thickness of two radiation lengths for the e± which enter 
w ith m axim um  inclination angles.

The photon detectors [13] Si and Sr are used to veto the background due 
to the beam  gas and beam -beam  brem sstrahlung, by detecting the real pho
tons em itted at a very small angles. Each photon detector consists of an an ti
counter, a lead collimator and a lead-scintillator-sandwich, set at zero degree 
w ith an angular acceptance of ± 6 m  rad. The m easured energy resolution 
is A EY/E y =  o.I Ey , where Ey is the photon energy expressed in GeV.

The two wide angle telescopes (E  , I) reproduced in fig. 2 and described 
in previous papers [10] [11] are used to detect the final particles produced 
by the collision of the quasi real photons. T hey  are counter and optical spark 
cham ber telescopes each with angular acceptance of Afr =  ± 4 5 ° ,  A<p =  
=  0*2 X 2 71, giving a com bined solid angle of 25%  for a point source at the 
center of the e+ e~~ collisions region. The plastic scintillators are indicated 
in w hat follows with progressive num bers starting from the m achine vacuum  
cham ber, which is represented in a transversal section at the center of fig. 2. 
(Counters above and below the vacuum  chamber, as well as the part of the 
telescopes beyond counter 6, and the flash-tube cham bers are of no relevance 
for the analysis of the events discussed in this paper). The first th in  foil kine- 
m atical cham ber gives the trajectories of the particles w ith an overall accu
racy  of dt I m m  and i  15 m rad. The succeding thick plate spark chambers 
identify the electrons by the showers and determ ine the muon range.

§ 3 .  -  E l e c t r o n i c  t r i g g e r  a n d  c a l i b r a t i o n s

A simplified block diagram  of the fast logic circuitry is shown in fig. 3. 
T he final pulse which triggers the optical chambers and the film advance m e
chanism  is defined by I E  (T 1 +  T r), th a t is the coincidence between the signals 
from  the two wide angle telescopes and from at least one of the tagging counters. 
T he tagging signal is defined for the left and the right tagging counters respec
tively as T x =  T u  T 12 S± R F  and T r =  T r l  T r2 5r-RF where T n  T 12 or T rl 
T r 2 represent the coincidence between the two photom ultipliers of each counter, 
and R F  is the phase signal of the m achine radiofrequency. T he counters S, 
in anticoincidence, reject the background due to the real brem m sstrahlung. 
The tim ing to the m achine R F  signal is set, in order to select only the p arti
cles in tim e w ith the beam -beam  collision. The wide angle signals (I , E) 
are threefold coincidence am ong the scintillation counters Sx , S2 , S3 (fig. 2) 
of the corresponding telescope and im ply a m inim um  penetration of 21 gem“ 2 
for particles travelling perpendicularly  to the direction of the beams.

T he calibration of the tagging system  was perform ed frequently  during 
the runs utilizing the real brem m sstrahlung (beam -beam  and beam-gas), by 
requiring the signal from the photon detector S to be in coincidence with the 
tagging counter. The negligible angular spread [14] of the real brem m ss
trah lung  provides a calibration method almost free from, the effect of the 
electron angular spread.
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The relation between the electron im pact point given by the time diffe
rence (At) and the equivalent photon energy (k ) is obtained by correlating 
At and the photon energy of the real brem sstrahlung (E y) m easured by the 
shower counter, and sim ply replacing E y by k. The electron m om entum  is 
also sim ply deduced by P =  E —  Ey .

D : Discriminator
E g . 3. -  Block Diagram .

The intrinsic efficiency of each tagging counter in detecting e+ and e~ 
is obtained by com paring the two energy spectra of the shower counter, taken 
sim ultaneously , one gated by S (R F) and the other by T 1T 2-S (R F ). In 
this way, we can m easure the efficiency as a function of x  (or P, the electron 
m om entum ) within the a: resolution of the shower counter. T he result is consi
stent w ith an intrinsic efficiency of 95% for 0.1 <  x  <  0.8. This is further- 
confirmed by the counting ra te  of the double brem m sstrahlung which is 
selected by the coincidence:

(CLLX S,) (CL T 2)r sr) .

§ 4. A nalysis of the  events

The .data presented here refer to  energies of 8ooM eV and 85oM eV per 
beam. The integrated lum inosity is L  =  6.1 X 1034 cm“ 2.

4 .1 • Scanning criteria.

For each trigger, the photograph of the wide angle telescopes are taken, 
together w ith the tagging inform ation. The scanning criteria are as follows.
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a) The kinem atical spark  chambers have to contain at least two tracks which 
converge to the source; b) The thick plate chambers of at least one side m ust 
show either a shower or a track  with range more than  29 gem” 2, which corre
sponds to the half of the first thick plate chamber.

Condition a) rejects pictures which contain no track, or single track, or 
tracks not converging at all. T hey are associated accidental triggers or 
“ spurious ” triggers due to showers produced by the stray  beams hitting the 
vacuum  cham ber walls. Condition b) further reduces the background due to 
beam gas interactions.

A fter applying the selection criteria outlined above the rem aining events 
are classified either into shower-shower or track-track  events. No shower- 
track  event is observed.

The events are further checked with the kinem atical constraints using 
the tagging inform ation.

4.2. K inem atical constraint fo r  pp p.-  or rc+ pair.

For the track-track  events the range of the particle can be measured 
with a typical accuracy of ± 4 % . The kinem atical relationships for 41+ p r  
(or 7U+ tc~) are:

^  kr +  =  Pi P 2 (m om entum  conservation)
kr -f- k± =  E x -f- E 2 (energy conservation)

where kr and kx are the equivalent photon momenta, at least one of which
—

is tagged, and P 2 , E t , P 2 , E 2 are the m om enta and energies of the final 
particles, calculated from the ranges, assuming the mass.

Assum ing th a t the m om entum  lies in the beam direction <2) we have 
one constraint for the singly tagged events and two constraints for the doubly

tagged events. The values of k i and kr derived from P2 , E x , P2 and E 2, which 
are deduced from the ranges, have been compared with the ones m easured 
by the tagging counters.

F irst assum ing the m uon mass, we get seven events in which the calcu
lated k  agrees with the m easured one within the standard  deviation T  10% 
(m axim um  observed deviation 14%). These seven events show small non
coplanarity  (m axim um  observed Acp is io°), strong non-collinearity and good 
transverse m om entum  balance, which are characteristic of two body photon- 
photon reactions.

If the pion mass instead of the m uon mass is introduced in analyzing these 
seven events, the reconstructed equivalent photon energy k  differs from the

(2) The tagged equivalent photons have an average transverse mom entum of about 
2MeV/c.
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tagged one by +  20% on the average. Furtherm ore because none of the events 
exhibit nuclear interaction for combined total path  length of 700 gern"2, we 
can conclude th a t these events are actually from the process yy -> p + pr.

W e have observed one additional event showing nuclear absorption 
in one of the telescopes. M easuring the range on the other telescope and assu
m ing transverse m om entum  balance, this event satisfies the kinem atical 
constraint for yy tc+ 7u~. W e consider this event as a candidate for e+ e~
-> e+ e~ 71+ 7C .

In  addition we also have seen three singly tagged events which do not 
fit kinem atics for yy -> (j+ nor yy -> tu+ tz~ (reconstructed k  differs from 
m easured one by more th an  40%). As to be explained in sec. 44, these events 
are probably  due to beam-gas interactions, and we do not consider them  as 
candidates for the photon-photon interaction.

4.3. A nalysis o f the shower—shower events.

For the shower-shower events, the energy of the final particles cannot 
be m easured accurately enough. Since all these events show small non-co
p lanarity  (Acp <  io°), the equations (1) can well be approxim ated by:

n _  kr —  k  1 _  sin (öl 4- 62)
^ k r -j- k \ sin 61 4- sin 02

where ß is the velocity of the yy system  in the laboratory  system, 0X and 02 
are the angles of the wide angle electrons with respect to the beam direction. 
For doubly tagged events this gives one constraint. F o r singly tagged events 
we can calculate the unknow n value of kr ( k f  using the m easured 0X , 02 and 
k l {kr), and check for the inequality  o <  kr {kf) <  E. Thirteen events have 
passed through this cut and are considered the events yy -> e+ er.

Two events failed, giving reconstructed kr ( k f  larger than  the incident 
beam  en e rg y ., This would im ply th a t the two forward electrons are em itted 
in the same side and cannot be understood in the equivalent photon appro
xim ation. These events would be ra ther explained [9] [15] as the process 

e~ e+ e~~ in which the wide angle apparatus detects a prim ary  elec
tron th a t has been scattered by one of the electrons produced in the photon- 
photon collision. We will not further investigate, in this paper about this 
kind of event.

4.4. Background.

Beam-gas interaction could give a small angle electron on to the tagging 
counter and particles at wide angle telescope sim ulating the tagging photon- 
photon events. This kind of background has been m easured in special runs 
with two separated beams. W e have observed one singly tagged event during 
separated beam runs which in total corresponds to 20% of the total integrated 
lum inosity of the colliding beam  runs. This single event does not satisfy the
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kinem atics for e+ e —> e+ e p .+  p, nor e+ e —>  e+ e t c +  tz with apparent 
unbalance of transverse m om entum  indicating th a t the three “ poor fitting ” 
events of the same nature which are observed during the colliding beam  runs 
are m ainly due to the beam  gas interaction. We stress th a t no “ good ” event 
is observed during the separated beam runs.

The ra te of accidental coincidences between the wide angle telescopes 
and the tagging counters was m easured by using the collinear Bhabha-scat- 
tering events. No tagged event has been found out of 4000 B habha-scatte- 
ring events, in agreem ent with the accidental rate 4 x 1 e r4 (for each wide 
angle trigger) expected from the combined single ra te of the tagging counters 
(of 4X  io 3/sec <3>).

5. R esults

The num bers of observed good events are sum m arized in T able I, fig. 4 
shows the scatter plot of the events in k x , kr plane, where kY and kr are the 
equivalent photon energies m easured and/or reconstructed. T he kL , kr plane 
has been divided into three regions: A , B , C. The region A is accessible only

. y  y— ► e* e- 
o y  y — \l -

Fig. 4. -  Scatter plot of the observed events.

(3) The num ber of bunches passing an intersection is ç X io 6/sec.
A typical working condition of ADONE around 800 MeV are average luminosity 

Io32 cm“ 2 hr“1, currents 2 o m A X 2 o m A , mean life time 10 hours, and vacuum  around 
intersection io~9 mm Hg.
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to T r events, region B to Ti, the region C to both T r and T x. In  T able I we 
present also the expected num bers of events calculated as follows:

1) The equivalent photon approximation  is used in calculating the 
cross section. The accuracy of the approxim ation is believed to be better 
than  10% under the kinem atical conditions of this experim ent.

Table I

Singly tagged Doubly tagged Sum

( Calculated . . . I O -9 1 -9 12.8
e"*■ e~~~> e~̂ e~ e~ <

I Observed . . . 10 3 13

( Calculated . . . 8 .0 2 .9 10.9
e+ e~-> e+ e~ [/.+ (jl~~ <

( Observed . . . 6 I 7

2) T he angular spread of the forward going is taken  into account 
in calculating the tagging efficiency. For this purpose a M onte-C arlo pro
gram  generated the e± according to the angular distribution based on the equi
valent photon approxim ation [2]. The trajectory  of each e+ is followed through 
the quadrupoles and the bending magnets to see if it hits or misses the tagging 
counter. T he calculated efficiency curve is shown in fig. 5.
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T he average tagging efficiency s can be obtained also experim entally 
from the ratio f between the doubly and singly tagged events inside the re
gion C of fig. 4, since r and s are related by:

2 £ ---£2

T he observed value of r is 3 ±  1.7. This yields s =  0.50 ±  0.28 in agreement, 
w ithin the large statistical error, with the value of ë calculated by the M onte 
Carlo program .

3) The gaussian distribution of the e+ e~ in teraction points along the 
beam  direction is taken into account. This distribution is determ ined expe
rim entally  from the analysis of the collinear B habha-scattering events [10].

4) For the efficiency of the wide angle telescopes in detecting the elec
trons or positrons, we used the experim ental values m easured [16] by sending 
the electron beams of known energies from Frascati Synchrotron to the actual 
telescopes.

This equivalent photon calculation predicts 12.8 events for e+ e~ -> 
-> e+ e~ e+ e~ and 10.9 events for e+ e~ e+ e~ (jl+ [jT  which are in good agree
m ent w ith the observed 13 events of e+ e~ -> e+ e~ e~'r e~ and 7 events of 
e+ e ~ e + e~ [i+ yT  w ithin the statistical errors of zb 30% .

§ 6 . C o n t a m i n a t i o n  t o  t h e  h a d r o n ic  a n n i h i l a t i o n  p r o c e s s

In  the previous papers [16] [17] on e+e~ annihilation into hadronic final 
states, possible contam inations from the photon-photon interaction was not 
investigated experim entally. In  order to determ ine this contam ination, we 
took all the tagged events and applied to them  the same procedure th a t was 
adopted in the analysis of the hadronic processes e+ e~~ -> m ultihadrons and 
e+ e~ -> iz+ 7z~~ or k + k~~.

Fbr the m ultihadron channels the criteria were essentially to retain  either 
two track  events with non-com planarity  larger than  io° or events with three 
or more tracks. O nly one tagged event was found am ong those fulfilling these 
criteria. This gives 3 zb 3% for the contam ination from the photon photon 
process to the annihilation cross section e+ e~~ m ultihadrons for our specific 
detector at to tal e + e~ energy of 1. 6 GeV.

2) For the hadron pair production, e+ e~ -> tc+ tz~ or k + k~, the requ i
rem ents were the presence of two tracks collinear w ithin 8 degrees.

, Since no tagged event satisfies these requirem ent the upper limit for the 
photon-photon contam ination to the e+ e~ -> n + 7T~" or k + k~  is of 6% .
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